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The best way to predict the future is to invent it.“ “
Alan Kay.



Welcome to our showcase magazine for ISE 2014. Within the next twenty four pages we will provide 

readers with a genuine feel for the intelligence and passion behind our CYP brand. While it would be 

impossible to list each of our 350 products, you will find an extensive breakdown and detailed overviews 

of several of our best selling solutions and extended ranges. These are exciting times for our CYP partners 

and ISE 2014 will witness the exclusive launch of over thirty new AV distribution solutions, including 

more than ten innovative HDBaseT products, modular multi-format matrices, presentation switches, 4K 

integration and much more. 

A special thank you must be extended to our R&D teams in Taiwan. With over twenty years experience 

and over ninety engineers at the last count, they work tirelessly twelve months of the year to make 

sure we have the most reliable and performance enhancing AV solutions in the market. Without their 

dedication and undoubted industry leading expertise we would never be in the position we are today. 

People often ask me what makes a successful AV manufacturer in this current era of custom integration.  

For CYP Europe it is a combination of unrivalled product performance and a standard of service that 

makes every customer feel like a partner within our business. Whether it’s specifying a complex AV 

project, delivering industry wide training or day to day technical support, we pride ourselves on always 

being positively able to help. I’m extremely proud of the culture we have created within CYP and know 

that it is this difference that drives our on-going success. 

I hope you enjoy this showcase magazine as an insight into who we are and what we do. I’m excited about 

2014 and really look forward to working with every one of our partners to drive the AV and automation 

market forward.

Barbara Winslade
Managing Director 
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The AV market is currently witnessing the rapid 

adoption of IP based content and digital signal formats. 

Consumers now have options for AV content, distribution 

and control that they could only have dreamt about 5 

years ago. This means that there has never been a more 

exciting time to be a manufacturer at the forefront of AV 

distribution.

2014 will present a crossroads for the industry as we all 
prepare for further growth and mass market adoption 
of control integration platforms. The concept of the  
‘Internet of things’ is  starting to gather pace and with 
the imminent launch of faster 4G networks and IPv6 
protocols the extent of what can be achieved within both 
commercial and residential AV installations is endless. 

CYP has focused product development on delivering 
innovative new solutions for our partners. Over the 
coming months we will introduce a wealth of products 
designed to drive the growth and adoption of these 
converging new technologies.

All CYP products are engineered to deliver unrivalled 
reliability for installation partners whilst offering 
complete integrated control via IP, RS-232 and IR. This 
level of control integration is crucial for ensuring our 
products are compatible with the wealth of emerging 
control and automation solutions becoming  available. 

GAME CHANGING            
             DEVELOPMENTS 
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A WEALTH OF SOLUTIONS

MODULAR MATRIX SOLUTIONS NEW

PU-16HBT - 16 x 16 HDMI HDBaseT™ Matrix including PoE

HDBaseT™ technology  has truly revolutionised 
the market for AV distribution. Never before has there been 
a signal platform that can deliver HDMI, RS-232, IR and 
Ethernet over a dedicated single CAT cable infrastructure. 
Distributing to lengths of up to 100m, HDBaseT products 
are now being specified as the backbone solution on nearly 
all commercial and residential AV installations. The ability to 
deliver this amazing range of AV and Control signals over 
these distances has allowed installers and integrators the 
opportunity to creatively design cost effective AV systems 
that were previously not possible. 

As a primary HDBaseT alliance member, CYP has been at 
the forefront of this technology since its launch. Through 
innovative integration of the HDBaseT chipset our engineers 

have developed the world’s most comprehensive range of 
market leading distribution hardware. With over 50 HDBaseT 
products already available and several more to follow in 
2014, the CYP proposition offers significant opportunity for 
any installation partner. Through market feedback and an 
industry leading R&D team, CYP is constantly developing 
new products that enhance the capability and performance 
of AV in any installation environment. 

ISE 2014 is the launch platform for a wealth of new CYP 
HDBaseT products including matrix solutions (page 5-6), 
distribution amplifiers (page 6), presentation switches 
(page 9), specialist transmitters (page 9) and audio amplifiers 
(page 9).  Come and see us at ISE 2014 (Stand: 4-S65) for a 
detailed overview and demonstration.

Features include :

- Available with HDMI, DVI, VGA and HDBaseT (4Play and  
  3Play) I/O boards.
- Advanced EDID management settings 
- Common supported resolutions : HDTV: 480i, 480p, 576i, 
  576p, 720i, 720p, 1080i, 1080p, 1080p24; PC: VGA, SVGA, 
  XGA, WXGA, SXGA, UXGA, WUXGA.
- Supports RS-232 for Matrix Control, plus RS-232 
  pass-through
- DVI monitor output
- Dual internal power supplies (zero down time)

The new multi-format modular matrix offers 
new standards of performance and flexibility 
for integrators. Offering 16x16, 8x16 and 16x8 
combinations of any required signal format, the 
matrix can be configured with HDMI, HDBaseT 
(4Play & 3Play), DVI and VGA input and output 
boards. The modular matrix also delivers RS-232 
pass-through, IP control, DVI monitor output and 
dual removable internal power supplies that allow 
for easy inspection and maintenance with zero 
down time.
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Model Compatible 
Receiver Length HDBaseT 

Version LAN Serving PoE RS-232 
Drivers IP Control

PU-8H8HBTE

PU-515PL-RX 60m 3Play 5 3 3 3

PU-506RX 100m 4Play 5 5 3 3

PU-507RX/PU-507WPRX 100m 5Play 3 3 3 3

PU-1109RX 100m 5Play 333 3 3 3

PU-8H8HBTL
PU-514L-RX 60m 3Play 5 5 3 3

PU-514L-WPRX 60m 3Play 5 5 3 3

8 X 8 HDBaseT™ MATRIX SOLUTIONS

HDBaseT™ RECEIVERS 
PU-506RX
3Play HDBaseT™ Receiver

HDBaseT™ LITE Receiver HDBaseT™ LITE Receiver HDBaseT™ LITE Receiver (Including PoE) 

5Play HDBaseT™ Receiver 5Play HDBaseT™ Receiver
PU-507RX PU-1109RX

PU-513L-RX PU-514L-RX PU-515PL-RX

Designed and engineered to deliver the most robust HDMI signal 
distribution possible, these flagship products within the CYP range 
enable an installer to confidently integrate any eight zone multi-room 
AV system over a single CAT cable infrastructure. Available in both 
full 5Play (100m) and 3Play (60m) versions, control is delivered via IP, 
RS-232, IR remote, or manual selection buttons.

- Supports uncompressed video/audio up to 
  10.2Gbps
- Selectable EDID settings - TV (downstream) and 
  STD (fixed)
- Supported resolutions - 480p, 576p, 720p, 1080i, 
  1080p, 1080p24; PC: VGA, SVGA, XGA, WXGA, 
  SXGA, UXGA, WUXGA.

- Distributes uncompressed HDMI, RS-232 
   and 2 Way IR 
- Transmit up to lengths of 100m 
- No Power over Ethernet (PoE) or LAN

- Distributes uncompressed HDMI, 
  1 Way IR and RS-232
- Transmit up to lengths of 60m

- Distributes uncompressed HDMI, RS-232, 
  2 Way IR, Ethernet and PoE
- Transmit up to lengths of 100m
- Full 5Play convergence

- Distributes uncompressed HDMI and 
  2 Way IR  
- Transmit up to lengths of 60m

- Distributes uncompressed HDMI, 
  RS-232, 2 Way IR, Ethernet and PoE
- Transmit up to lengths of 100m
- Full 5Play convergence with 3 
  separate LAN connections

- Distributes uncompressed HDMI, 2 Way IR 
  and PoE
- Transmit up to lengths of 60m

All receivers are also available as point to point kits.
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HDBaseT™ DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS

4 X 4 HDBaseT™ MATRIX SOLUTIONS

1 HDMI to 7 HDBaseT™ Splitter

1 HDMI to 2 HDBaseT™ Splitter 1 HDMI to 3 HDBaseT™ Splitter

Offering unrivaled flexibility, the variety of 4x4 matrix products within 
the CYP range enable an installer to confidently integrate any four (or 
six) zone multi-room AV system over a single CAT cable infrastructure. 
Available in both full 5Play (100m) and 3Play (60m) versions, control is 
delivered via IP, RS-232, IR remote, or manual selection buttons.

The ‘E’ version of any CYP HDBaseT matrix or distribution amplifier indicates full 
5Play convergence. This pioneering HDBaseT technology enables an integrator to 
distribute uncompressed HDMI, 2 Way IR, RS-232, LAN and Power over Ethernet 
(PoE). 

Providing the backbone of any 
single source HDMI installation, 
CYP offer the AV industry’s only 
comprehensive range of HDBaseT 
distribution amplifiers. Available in 
both 5Play (100m) and 3Play (60m) 
varieties, these solutions deliver 
unrivaled flexibility and control 
within any commercial or residential 
AV installation.

- Distribute a single HDMI signal to two 
  HDBaseT outputs
- Full 5Play convergence (100m): HDMI,  
  RS-232, 2 Way IR, LAN and PoE
- HDMI bypass output

- Distribute a single HDMI signal to seven 
  HDBaseT outputs
- Full 5Play (100m) and 3Play (60m) versions 
  available
- HDMI bypass output
 

- Distribute a single HDMI signal to three 
  HDBaseT outputs
- Full 5Play (100m) and 3Play (60m)  
  versions available
- HDMI bypass output 

- 4 varieties of 4x4 HDBaseT Matrix available
- Supports uncompressed video/audio up to 
  10.2Gbps
- Selectable EDID settings - TV (downstream) 
  and STD (fixed)
- Supported resolutions - 480p, 576p, 720p, 
  1080i, 1080p, 1080p24; PC: VGA, SVGA, XGA, 
   WXGA, SXGA, UXGA, WUXGA.

Model Compatible 
Receiver Length HDBaseT 

Version LAN Serving PoE RS-232 
Drivers IP Control

PU-424HBTE

PU-515PL-RX 60m 3Play 5 3 3 3

PU-506RX 100m 4Play 5 5 3 3

PU-507RX/PU-507WPRX 100m 5Play 3 3 3 3

PU-1109RX 100m 5Play 333 3 3 3

PU-424HBTL
PU-514L-RX 60m 3Play 5 5 3 3

PU-514L-WPRX 60m 3Play 5 5 3 3

PU-442PL-KIT PU-515PL-RX 60m 3Play 5 3 3 3

PU-44XL-KIT PU-514L-RX 60m 3Play 5 5 3 3

PU-1H2HBTE

PU-1H7HBTE  &  PU-1H7HBTL

PU-1H3HBTE  &  PU-1H3HBTL
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C O M M E R C I A L 
           S O L U T I O N S

THINK 
              BIG
“ “
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CYP products are engineered to 
deliver market leading performance and 
reliability in a variety of AV installation 
environments. Regardless of the signal 
format or number of displays, the scale 
of AV integration that can be achieved is 
endless.  All CYP solutions are designed 
to deliver a standard of distribution 
that provides unprecedented levels of 
confidence and control for the user. 

Recent examples of  installations  powered 
by CYP include the United Nations 
Headquarters in Geneva, Lords Cricket 
Ground, Heathrow Airport and over 100 
UK universities.  Currently available in over 
40 countries worldwide, CYP has quickly 
established itself as the preferred choice 
for AV distribution solutions. 

C O M M E R C I A L 
           S O L U T I O N S
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PU-507TX-1H

PU-HBTE-ZE  &  PU-HBTL-ZEAU-A300-HBT

EL-5500-HBT

PU-507TX-CVGA PU-507RX-SCD

PU-514LTX-1H PU-507WPRX PU-514L-WPRX

SPECIALIST HDBaseT™ TRANSMITTERS & RECEIVERS 

SPECIALIST HDBaseT™ INTEGRATION SOLUTIONS 

- Transmits uncompressed HDMI, RS-232, 
  2 Way IR, Ethernet and PoE (100m)
- Includes additional HDMI bypass 
  output for local display

- Transmits uncompressed HDMI and 2 
  Way IR (60m)
- Includes additional HDMI bypass 
  output for local display

- 30W per channel digital stereo amplifier 
- Integrated HDMI and HDBaseT for advanced 
  switching and remote application 
- IP control and RS-232 drivers available 

- Add additional zones to any HDBaseT installation   
- Full 5Play (100m) and 3Play (60m) versions available
- HDMI bypass output

- Comprehensive multi-format presentation 
  switch
- Integrated HDBaseT input and output for 
  advanced integration
- Digital to Analogue & Analogue to Digital  
  Audio conversion (DAC/ADC) 
- Audio breakout and switching

- Transmits switchable VGA or Composite 
  Video (plus audio), RS-232, 2 Way IR, 
  Ethernet and PoE (100m)
- Perfect for integrating CCTV or PC 
  sources into a HDBaseT system

- Distributes uncompressed HDMI, RS-232,   
  2 Way IR, Ethernet and PoE (100m)
- Wall plate design for seamless 
  integration 

- Advanced HDBaseT receiver with 
  integrated video scaling and audio breakout
- Perfect single box solution for integrating 
  multiple displays with different resolution 
  outputs 

- Distributes uncompressed HDMI and 2 
  Way IR  (60m)
- Wall plate design for seamless integration

5Play HDBaseT™ Transmitter

HDBaseT™ LITE Transmitter

Advanced HDBaseT™ / HDMI / VGA Presentation Switch

HDBaseT™ 2-channel digital AV receiver HDBaseT™ Zone Extender

 PC over HDBaseT™ Transmitter

5Play HDBaseT™ Wall Plate Receiver

5Play HDBaseT™ Receiver

HDBaseT™ LITE Wall Plate Receiver

All  transmitters and receivers are also available as point to point kits.
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EL-41PIP RE-EDID

SY-P291SY-P293EL-5400

EL-5500

COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS

- 30W per channel digital stereo amplifier 
- Switchable HDMI inputs and audio breakout
- IP control and RS-232 drivers available 

- 30W per channel digital stereo amplifier  
  (Audio Only)
- Compact design for remote application
- IP control and RS-232 drivers available

- Presentation switch with HDMI, VGA 
  and Display Port integration
- Seamless switching and scaling for the 
  user
- Additional audio de-embedding

- Comprehensive multi-format 
  presentation switch
- Digital to Analogue & Analogue to Digital
  Audio conversion (DAC/ADC)  
- Audio breakout and switching
- Supported Resolutions : HDTV: 480i to 
  1080p PC: VGA to WUXGA

- PC / HD scaling and conversion 
- Additional PC bypass output that 
  mirrors input
- On screen menu with push button 
  control

- Manipulate and adjust EDID data 
  provided between HDMI sources and 
  displays
- Perfect solution for complex AV 
  installations to overcome EDID   
  compatibility issues 

- PC to HDMI scaling with audio 
  embedding
- On screen menu for picture and aspect 
  ratio adjustment
- Scales to any recognised PC resolution 

- Simultaneous integration of up to 4 sources on a single display
- Multiple screen layout configurations
- Ability to mirror, rotate, zoom and overlay source images
- Fade in out display functionality
- Seamless switching and on-screen windows

AU-A300 AU-A50

Advanced HDMI / VGA Presentation Switch

HDMI 2-Channel Digital Amplifier 2-Channel Digital Amplifier

HDMI / VGA / Display Port Presentation 
Switch

PC to HD Converter and Scaler 
with Bypass Output

PC to HDMI Converter and Scaler 
with Audio

4-Way HDMI Switch with Integrated Multi-view (Picture In Picture) Technology EDID Manager
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PERFECT INT. PARTNERS
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bring any 
home to life.
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VIDEO WALLS

 DS-47A DS-MSC

- Full 1080P resolution support 
- 4+2 mm surround bezels
- Integrated HDMI, VGA and RS-232 control boards
- Can be used in 2x2, 3x3, 4x4 and 5x5 configurations 

- Transform any 3rd party displays into an integrated   
  video wall
- RS-232 control link between screens 
  (1 x DS-MSC per display)
- Can be used on video walls from 2x2 to 5x5 
  (max 25 screens)

Advanced control and flexibility is the key to CYP digital signage solutions. Our high performance 47” LCD screens can be 
installed and integrated into any required video wall configuration including landscape or portrait orientation. Designed for an 
array of commercial environments, our displays offer ultra-bright 1080P resolutions coupled with unrivalled connectivity.

LED Screens Digital Signage Multi-Screen Controller

Stand out from the crowd
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DIGITAL SIGNAGE CONTENT MANAGEMENT

- Android based content management system 
- Low voltage static state PC hardware
- Designed for displaying full screen static images and 
  video content
- Intuitive schedule planner for ease of management
- Worldwide estate management from a single user 
  interface

- Low voltage static state PC hardware
- Customisable design layouts and templates 
- Integrated digital content can include video, images, 
  web pages, RSS Feeds, rolling ticker feeds and live TV
- Intuitive schedule planner for ease of management
- Worldwide estate management from a single user 
  interface

DS-MP500

DS-MP1000

CYP Digital Signage solutions offer a seamless experience for any commercial partner. With a choice of Android or Windows 
based PC hardware, the advanced cloud based content management platform can be set up in minutes and managed remotely 
by multiple users anywhere in the world. The integrated digital content can include video, images, web pages, RSS Feeds, rolling 
ticker feeds and live TV, all of which can be scheduled and altered quickly to optimise brand impact. 

CYP TV - Android Digital Signage Media Player

CYP TV - Digital Signage Media Player

ADVANCED SWITCHING & CONTROL SOLUTIONS
OR-44VWC

EL-41PIP

- Simultaneous integration of up to 4 
  sources on a single display
- Multiple screen layout configurations
- Ability to mirror, rotate, zoom and overlay 
  source images

- Displays any input signal on a 2x2  video 
  wall as a full image including bezel 
  correction
- Seamlessly switches any input signal to 
  any output display, supporting full HDMI 
  matrix functionality

The OR-44VWC is an advanced ‘seamless’ HDMI matrix switcher that can be easily configured and controlled for three different output 
modes (Matrix, Dual, and Video Wall) for a variety of integration and digital signage applications. 

The EL-41PIP is an advanced 4 Way HDMI switch with integrated Multi-view (Picture In Picture) technology. This plug and play solution 
offers advanced control and display options for the integration of 4 sources onto a single display. The EL-41PIP is the perfect cost effective 
solution for integrating CCTV or a combination of sources into any single display within  any commercial or residential AV installation.

4-Way HDMI Switch with Integrated Multi-view (Picture In Picture) Technology

4x4 Video Wall Control Matrix
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At CYP, providing our installer partners with industry leading training and hands on support is one of 
our primary objectives. Within our dedicated AV Academy facility near Heathrow airport and remotely 
in locations across the UK and Europe, we provide tailored training and workshops that are suited to 
all levels of integrator and installer. Our courses create a friendly training environment where installers 
can confidently build their knowledge about the unique challenges faced when integrating AV within 
any installation environment. 

2013 - in numbers

- 1000 installation partners trained 

- Over 40 regional Uk training 

   roadshows 
- International training delivered in 

  20 countries

av academy

Date Training course Location

22/04/2014 Multi-room HDMI Distribution & HDBaseT System Design CYP Shepperton

01/05/2014 Multi-room HDMI Distribution & HDBaseT System Design for CIE Group Manchester

13/05/2014 Multi-room HDMI Distribution & HDBaseT System Design for CIE Group Harrogate

15/05/2014 Multi-room HDMI Distribution & HDBaseT System Design for CIE Group Nottingham

28/05/2014 Multi-room HDMI Distribution & HDBaseT System Design CYP, Shepperton

02/06/2014 Multi-room HDMI Distribution & HDBaseT System Design CYP, Shepperton

10/06/2014 Multi-room HDMI Distribution & HDBaseT System Design for CIE Group Stirling

16/06/2014 Multi-room HDMI Distribution & HDBaseT System Design CYP, Shepperton
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Training Location

CYP AV Academy (South)
Unit  7 
Shepper ton Business Park  
Govett  Avenue  
Shepper ton,  T W17 8BA 
United Kingdom

To book your place call  or email 
the CYP AV Academy

+44 (0)20 3137 9180
training@c ypeurope.com

course overviews

the distribution revolution

2. Advanced HDBaseT Design

This practical design course is aimed 
to provide installers with advanced 
knowledge and understanding 
of HDBaseT technology and its 
application within a host of installation 
environments.

During the one day workshop, 
installation partners will be introduced 
to the variety of CYP product options 
and learn how to design systems 
that maximise the performance and 
importantly the cost effectiveness of 
any HDBaseT installation. 

The course is aimed to help build 
confidence when integrating HDBaseT 
matrix solutions while also introducing 
many new products and advanced 
applications.

1. Multi-room HDMI Distribution

This introductory course is perfectly 
suited to satellite, aerial and CCTV 
installers who are currently looking 
to expand their business into AV 
distribution.

Our one day introduction to multi-
room AV course provides all of the core 
knowledge required to confidently 
specify and install multi-room AV 
solutions.

This AV Academy workshop is designed 
to provide sound knowledge of the 
complexities of HDMI signals and the 
integration of multiple signal formats 
including audio within any given multi-
zone AV system. 
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- 30W per channel digital stereo amplifier 
- Switchable HDMI inputs and audio breakout (AU-A300)
- IP control and RS-232 drivers available 

- Insert stereo and multi-channel digital 
  surround sound signals (via Optical) onto 
  the HDMI signal path
- Supports resolutions of 1080P up to cable 
  lengths of 10m either side of the device

- De-Embed audio signals from HDMI for 
  integration with AV amplifiers
- Supports resolutions of 1080P up to cable 
  lengths of 10m either side of the device

- Decode and down mix Dolby Digital 
  audio signals to stereo
- Perfect for installations where zones 
  have different audio requirements

- Comprehensive audio format conversion (DAC and ADC)
- Upscale input signals for an enhanced listening experience 
  (44.1kHz to 192kHz - 24bit depth)
- Easy integration of USB, HDMI, L/R Stereo, Digital Optical and 
  Coaxial sources into amplifiers or headphones

AU-A300 & AU-A50 AU-D250

CYP offer an unrivalled range of audio distribution solutions for professional installers. When it comes to the unique connectivity 
challenges faced within any installation, CYP offer real world ‘get out of jail’  solutions that optimise audio performance within any 
environment. The comprehensive range includes amplifiers, digital to analogue converters (DACs), HDMI audio management 
and audio over CAT solutions. 

AU-11CDAU-11CA AU-11DD

2-Channel Digital Amplifier

Embed Audio into HDMI De-embed Audio from HDMI Dolby Digital™  Downmixer  

Advanced Digital Audio Converter

AUDIO MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

Heard.
Be
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- Extract the audio signal from any ARC 
  (Audio Return Channel) enabled HDTV
- Includes integrated DAC and HDMI 
  sampling rates of 192 kHz

- Convert either coaxial or optical 
  signals from a digital stereo to 
  analogue stereo audio (DAC)
- 192kHz sample rate for 
  enhanced sound reproduction

- Supports S/PDIF standard of digital 
  audio transmission
- Accepts Uncompressed 2-channel 
  LPCM (Linear Pulse Code Modulation) 
  & Compressed 2-channel and multi-
  channel Dolby and DTS audio signals

- Convert signals from digital audio to 
  analogue with simultaneous digital 
  optical output
- USB audio support - high performance   
  16-bit Stereo, 48/44.1 kHz sampling rate

- Convert analogue stereo audio into 
  simultaneous digital coaxial and 
  optical (Toslink) outputs (ADC)
- Uncompressed 2-channel LPCM digital 
  audio signal output

- Supports S/PDIF standard of digital 
  audio transmission
- Accepts Uncompressed 2-channel 
  LPCM (Linear Pulse Code Modulation) 
  & Compressed 2-channel and multi-
  channel Dolby and DTS audio signal

- Switch between 4 optical sources 
  when connected to one output display 
  or amplifier
- Optical sampling rate supports up to 
  192 kHz

- Convert digital audio signals from 
  either coaxial to optical or optical to 
  coaxial.
- Re-clocking function enables the use 
  of extended cable distances

- Users can fine tune the timing of the 
  audio so that it is synchronised with   
  the  video signal
- Adjustable delay between 0 & 300ms 

- Send digital audio signals up to 150m 
  over a CAT cable infrastructure
- Supports both coaxial and optical 
  digital signals 
- Supports Stereo and Multi-channel 
  digital audio (LPCM, DTS, Dolby Digital, 
  Dolby Digital Plus)

- Send optical audio signals up to 150m 
   over a single CAT cable infrastructure
- Bi-directional transmission of both 
  optical audio and RS-232 signals
- Supports Stereo and Multi-channel 
  digital audio (LPCM, DTS, Dolby Digital, 
  Dolby Digital Plus)

AU-1HARC

AU-D4

AU-D18

AU-D41

AU-D2AU-D3-192

AU-D12

AU-D150

AU-D21

PU-304-KIT PU-305BD-KIT

HDMI to Stereo Audio ARC extractor

Digital Audio Converter

2-Way Digital Audio Splitter

Digital Audio over CAT6 Extender Set Bi-directional Digital Audio over CAT6 Extender Set

USB Digital Audio Converter

Analogue Audio Converter

2-Way Digital Audio Switcher

4-Way Digital Audio Switcher

Digital Co-ax to Optical Converter

Lip Sync Corrector
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Our vision is simple, to deliver market leading 
connectivity solutions that enhance the capability of 
Audio Visual products in any installation environment. 
Continued dedication and focus has made CYP a market 
leader in connectivity solutions for both systems 
integrators and professional AV installers throughout 
Europe. We have a range of over 350 tried and tested 
products that offer a standard of performance and 
reliability that cannot be matched. 

The key to building such a successful range lies with 
the ability to continuously develop new products that 
drive innovation. Within AV distribution this requires an 
excellent market understanding and the very best R&D 
engineers. CYP have a continuous new product roadmap 
containing over 30 projects at any one time, this ensures 

that we can always provide our partners with innovative 
application of the very latest technology. 

From our European headquarters in Shepperton (UK), we 
support distributors, systems integrators and installers 
throughout Europe, the Middle East and Africa. From 
initial specification of projects through to industry 
leading after sales support and training, we provide our 
partners with complete confidence in the AV solutions 
they deliver. Behind this support is a dedicated team of 
product managers and engineers who all have the skills 
and experience to deliver practical help at every stage 
of the CYP journey. It is this passion for the industry 
and pride in our products that makes us the perfect 
manufacturer partner. 

OUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE



DIFFERENCE

Product Performance
CYP products offer unrivalled levels of performance and reliability. All of our products have been tested 

and approved for compatibility with all recognised manufacturers of TV displays and AV hardware. We 

are proud to say this is supported by a return rate of less than 0.5%. 

Technical Support
From initial specification of projects through to industry leading after-sales support and training, CYP 

provide our partners with complete confidence in the AV solutions they deliver. Our full time UK based 

technical support team are available by phone or email from 9am−6pm, 5 days per week. 

Research and Development 
Over 90 R&D engineers work continuously on the development of new CYP products. With more than 

30 new products scheduled for launch at ISE 2014, CYP is driving innovation within the heart of the AV 

market. 

Logistics 
CYP offer next day delivery throughout Europe for over 350 stocked products. Our network of 40 

international distributors are supplied from our UK central warehouse. In 2013 we shipped over 7,500 

orders that equated to over 50,000 product units. 

Training 
Industry leading trainers and interactive courses are available from CYP to help drive confidence of 

AV distribution and automation systems. Training is provided at our purpose built AV Academy in 

Shepperton and also at other locations throughout Europe.

Satisfaction Guarantee
We are passionately confident about the performance of our products. This is supported by the exclusive 

satisfaction guarantee* we provide to our installation partners. If a customer is not completely satisfied 

with the performance of any CYP product it can be returned to us without question. 

*Subject to terms and conditions 

WHY CHOOSE CYP?
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